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Past and present 

It was revealed by IR that nitrogen makes various complexes with vacancy (V), interstitial (I), C and O, in 

contrast to O and C. Detection and assignment was difficult due to low concentration for experiment and to 

complicated configuration for theoretical work. Parallel study of experiment and theory [1] made fruitful results. 

Sometimes inadequate assignment happened as marked by the broken underline below. Improvement of 

sensitivity of experiment from 1014 to below 1013/cm3 [2] and accuracy of wavenumber calculation from 80 

cm-1 [3] to less than 1% [4], combined with each other, solved problems as summarized in the table (*: final 

assignment). The absorption from other complexes was excluded by preparing the IR database. Complexes with 

the point defects are enriched by the electron irradiation [5]. 

Complex IRcm-1 History,        *: establish 

Ns 653  impl.&anneal dope/Mitchel75 EPR→Ns/Brower82   IR/Stein85* 

NN 766,963 IR/Abe81  2N/Stein85     4atom ring/Jones94* 

NNO 801,996,1027  IR/Wagner88  4atom ring/Jones94* anneal NN→NNO /Qi91 

NNO2  810,1018 IR/Wagner88  suggest/Jones94    deny/EwelsT96   calc/Inoue02* 

Ni 551  suggest/Stein85 denycalc690/Jones94 calc550/Goss03 irradanneal/Inoue14*  

as-grown/Inoue13,16 

NO 556   chain&STD model/EwelsT96   annealNi→NO/Inoue19 

VNs 688  (687/350oC/Stein85) calc/Goss03  Irrad&anneal/Inoue18* as-grown/Inoue(13)19 

VNN  726,778 model/Kageshima00 calc/Inoue02,Goss03    Irrad/Inoue14* 

VVNN  689 model/Kageshima00   calc/Inoue02        irradanneal 400℃/Inoue14* 

INN? 930, 953  calc/Goss03   irrad/Londos16 

STD 714,736,655,973,1002,1065 7level/Suezawa86 H-exclusion/EwelsT96   N2model/Suezawa87 

N+O2-4/Voronkov02  4 atom ring&double ring/Ewels96  calc/Inoue06 ７ configuration 

model/Inoue19 

Future Assignment of unattended absorption peaks, detection of STD and IN complexes, and analysis of 

behavior of V-I-O complexes in growing silicon, are left. Nitrogen is used as a dopant to SiC, in diamond donor 

and later VN as a quantum dot, and IR study also performed in GaAs. Research on N in Si will provide important 

information to them. 
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